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Summary

This report describes a method we developed to design and select the sample of Air Force personnel who would be asked to participate in a survey on cultural attitudes. The survey is long
and complex and has many competing goals, so the design problem has no simple answer. In
the simplest surveys, one seeks only to estimate a population parameter—say, the proportion
of the population that prefers chocolate to vanilla—from the responses of the people in the
sample. But, in this case, the design considered the following:
• We intended to build multiple three- and four-way crosstabs from the responses (e.g., by
grade and AFSC family,1 and by grade and gender), so we needed to select a sample from
which we could estimate diﬀerences in population parameters in diﬀerent three- or fourway crosses with the desired precision.
• Because the survey was very long, we split the sample into three sections and asked the
people assigned to each section to respond to only part of the survey. Thus, we needed to
trade oﬀ sample size (and therefore precision) in one section versus the others.
• Finally, our survey (which we refer to as the CULTURE survey) was ﬁelded shortly after
another survey (the HEALTH survey), and because we feared that survey fatigue would
reduce the response rate among people in both samples, we wanted to design a sample for
our survey that overlapped as little as reasonably possible with the other survey’s sample.
Our method partitioned the population into cells. By the deﬁnition of a partition, each
member of the population belonged to a unique cell. We formed the cells by taking the eight
characteristics needed to deﬁne all the three- and four-way crosstabs mentioned above and
using them to deﬁne one gigantic eight-way cross classiﬁcation. There were over a million cells.
More than 98 percent of them were empty, and almost half the nonempty cells contained
only one person. For example, there just are not very many company-grade female, Hispanic,
Roman Catholic pilots in the Air National Guard who are assigned to the Air Combat Command. (Our method ignores the empty cells, since they contain no personnel to select for our
sample.)
We recovered a particular three- or four-way crosstab from the cells (i.e., the eight-way
classiﬁcation) by summing over characteristics not used to deﬁne that crosstab. Aggregate data
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The Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC) is a code for the skills an individual possesses.
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obtained in this way are called marginal data, and we will refer to each three- or four-way cross
as a marginal cross.
Our method used linear programming, a well-known procedure for optimizing (maximizing or minimizing) a linear function subject to linear constraints. The primary variables in
our linear program were the expected number of people drawn from each cell for assignment
to each section of the survey. (For large cells, there was no practical diﬀerence between the
number drawn and the expected number. For a cell containing only one person, the expected
number was the probability that the person was in the sample.) The constraints ensured that
• the number of people drawn from a cell could not exceed the cell population
• the sample taken from each marginal cross was at least as large as a speciﬁed quantity
• the sample taken from each cell was at least as large as another speciﬁed quantity. This
quantity was selected to ensure that an adequate number of people from the cell were in
the sample for every marginal cross to which the cell contributed.
The last two constraint types ensured that estimates of population parameters would
have, as far as possible, the desired precision.
Merely because our method used linear programming—which solves an optimization
problem—did not mean that we regarded the sample it designed to be “optimal” in a realworld sense. The CULTURE and HEALTH surveys each had its own desired precision, as did
each of the sections within the CULTURE survey, and we could only improve the precision of
one survey/section at the expense of another.2 So we embedded a number of “design levers” in
the linear program. By manipulating them, we caused the method to generate sample designs
that gave diﬀerent priorities to the various surveys/sections. Flesh-and-blood humans examined the various designs and, ultimately, picked one.
To aid in this process, we deﬁned a number of summary measures of design quality. An
obvious one was total sample size. Others were counts of “problem crosses,” i.e., marginal
crosses for which the sample did not satisfy the last two constraint types and hence would not
yield the desired precision. By varying the threshold at which we considered a cross to be a
problem, we could construct a whole family of measures.
It seemed to the survey team that the HEALTH survey had rather little precision unless
it received a very high priority, but this caused the CULTURE survey to lose too much precision. This observation persuaded the survey team to investigate the eﬀect of allowing the two
samples to overlap. Indeed, giving the HEALTH survey a high priority causes the CULTURE
survey to lose much less precision in the samples with overlap than in those without.
The last step in the process was to select an actual sample. The linear program solution
that we ultimately chose gave us the expected number of people to draw from each cell for
each section. We developed a variant of systematic sampling to choose the actual individuals
to include in the sample. In our method, each member of the population had some chance of
2

The CULTURE survey was partitioned into three sections, so assigning a person to a section also assigned that person
to the CULTURE survey; anyone assigned to the CULTURE survey had to be in one of the three sections. The HEALTH
survey was not divided into sections, so we do not use the term “section” when referring to the HEALTH survey. A person
assigned to the overlap was assigned to both the HEALTH survey and a section within the CULTURE survey.
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being assigned to any survey/section. The sample our method selected matched the linear programming solution quite closely. Both the overall sample and the sample taken from each large
cell had sizes close to the expected sizes calculated by the linear program.
There is no guarantee, however, that the precision of estimates we calculate when we
analyze the survey responses will equal the precision we sought when we designed the sample. The actual precision will depend on factors that were unknown when we designed
the sample (for example, the actual response rate). Moreover, we could only design the sample to ensure adequate precision of estimates we anticipated we were going to make. Once we
begin analyzing the survey responses, we may discover that some quantities we did not anticipate estimating are much more interesting.
In short, we will inevitably judge the adequacy of the sample using standards that we do
not fully know at the time we design the sample. We can only guess what those standards will
be, design the sample to our guess, and let the chips fall where they may.

